GEORGIA O’KEEFE
What is Nature?

Nature is the physical world and everything in it that’s not made by people.
IS THIS FROM NATURE?
IS THIS FROM NATURE?
IS THIS FROM NATURE?
IS THIS FROM NATURE?
IS THIS FROM NATURE?
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WHO IS GEORGIA O'KEEFFE?

- Born in 1887
- She knew she wanted to be an artist at the age of 10!
- One of the most famous female artists in the United States!
- She used line, color, and shading to show how she envisioned the world around her
Georgia O'Keeffe, *Autumn Leaves, Lake George, NY*
Georgia O’Keeffe, *Rose*, ca. 1957
Georgia O’Keeffe, *Abstraction White Rose*, 1957
Georgia O'Keeffe, *A Sunflower from Maggie*
Today, we’re going to create our own Georgia O’Keeffe inspired paintings.

NOW IT’S YOUR TURN!
Observe photographs of flowers from nature - this is the world around us! Look closely for details in color, shape, and line.
Using a pencil and paper, draw a flower like the ones you have observed.
Once you are done drawing the flower, add color and shading with watercolors.